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The Pure4Fun Basic SUP 305 is ideal for everyone, from beginners to advanced paddlers. The 
inflatable Stand up Paddle Board (SUP-board) is made of a sturdy quality EVA antislip material 

for optimal grip and comfort.  The thickness and length of the board is an important aspect of a 
SUP. The thicker and longer the board, the more stability. 

Material  Single layer, PVC, EVA, drop stitch

Max. load  100 kg

Size   305x71x10 cm

Colour   White/black/red/grey

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable SUP board
   - Backpack
   - Alu paddle
   - PSI pump
   - Fin
   - Coil leash
   - Repair kit
   - PP fins 3x
   - D-ring for chair 
       (chair not included) 
   
      All accessories are also available separately

Basic SUP 305

Click or scan
for instruction video:

P4F950150



The Pure4Fun Basic SUP 305 is ideal for everyone, from beginners to advanced paddlers. The 
inflatable Stand up Paddle Board (SUP-board) is made of a sturdy quality EVA antislip material for 
optimal grip and comfort.  The thickness and length of the board is an important aspect of a SUP. 

The thicker and longer the board, the more stability. 

Material  Single layer, PVC, EVA, drop stitch

Max. load  100 kg

Size   305x71x15 cm

Colour   White/black/red/grey

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable SUP board
   - Backpack
   - Alu paddle
   - PSI pump
   - Fin
   - Coil leash
   - Repair kit
   - PP fins 3x
   - D-ring for chair 
       (chair not included) 
   
      All accessories are also available separately

Basic SUP 305

P4F950240

Click or scan
for instruction video:



The Pure4Fun Basic SUP 320 is ideal for everyone, from beginners to advanced paddlers. The 
inflatable Stand up Paddle Board (SUP-board) is made of a sturdy quality EVA antislip material 

for optimal grip and comfort.  The thickness and length of the board is an important aspect of a 
SUP. The thicker and longer the board, the more stability.

Material  Single layer, PVC, EVA, drop stitch

Max. load  150 kg

Size   320x76x15 cm

Colour   White/black/red/grey

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable SUP board
   - Backpack
   - Alu paddle
   - PSI pump
   - Fin
   - Coil leash
   - Repair kit
   - D-ring for chair 
       (chair not included) 
   
      All accessories are also available separately

Basic SUP 320

P4F950170

Click or scan
for instruction video:



Yoga on the water is the latest trend! Because the water beneath you is always in motion, the 
balance exercises on a yoga paddle board require your utmost concentration. Perfect for the yoga 

practitioner who wants to perform his or her yoga poses on a paddleboard and want to SUP as well. 
Suitable for standing and sitting postures. Ideal for beginner and advanced yogis. 

Material  Single layer, PVC, EVA, drop stitch

Max. load  150 kg

Size   245x85x15 cm

Colour   Black/grey/red

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water
 
Set includes  - Inflatable SUP yoga board
   - Backpack
   - PSI pump
   - Fin
   - Coil leash
   - Repair kit
   - Alu paddle
   
      All accessories are also available separately

SUP Yoga

P4F950180

Click or scan
for instruction video:



When your all-round or touring SUP Board becomes too slow for you it is time for a race SUP Board! 
A race SUP is long, narrow and super stretched. The glide of a race SUP is perfect and you can paddle 

for a long time on one side of the SUP. So there is no need to waste time crossing your paddle.  
For advanced paddlers. 

Material  Double layer, PVC, EVA, drop stitch

Max. load  150 kg

Size   381x66x15 cm

Colour   Black/white/red

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable SUP board
   - Backpack
   - Double Action pump
   - Fin
   - Coil leash
   - Repair kit
   - Alu paddle
   - D-ring for chair 
       (chair not included) 
   
      All accessories are also available separately

SUP Racing

P4F950200

Click or scan
for instruction video:



A Touring SUP-board is a SUP on which you can make long trips. In general a touring board has a 
pointed nose and a long length. A touring SUP board is not as manoeuvrable as an all-round SUP 

and is purely meant to cover long distances. For advanced paddlers. 

Material  Double layer, PVC, EVA, drop stitch

Max. load  150 kg

Size   350x79x15 cm

Colour   Black/white/red/grey

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable SUP board
   - Backpack
   - Double Action pump
   - Fin
   - Coil leash
   - Repair kit
   - Alu paddle
   - D-ring for chair 
       (chair not included) 
   
      All accessories are also available separately

SUP Touring

P4F950210

Click or scan
for instruction video:



The Sail SUP performs perfectly at both stand up paddling and windsurfing. Place the sail easily 
into the board to go windsurfing or remove it when you would like to SUP. This SUP is suitable 

for beginners and advanced users. 

Material  Double layer, PVC, EVA, drop stitch 

Max. load  150 kg

Size   320x81x15 cm

Colour   Black/white/red/grey

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable SUP board
   - Backpack
   - Double Action pump
   - Fin 2x
   - 3 m² sail
   - Sail carrybag
   - Coil leash
   - Repair kit
   - Alu paddle
   - D-ring for chair 
       (chair not included) 
   
      All accessories are also available separately

Sail SUP

P4F950220

2x

Click or scan
for instruction video:



Whether you want to compete in events, train with your team, or just want to paddle with 
friends and family. This Giant SUP is the one you should never miss. It allows you to paddle with 

up to 4 persons and can be used for super fun surf or river tours. 

Material  Double layer, PVC, EVA, drop stitch

Max. load  650 kg

Size   457x151x20 cm

Colour   Black/white/red/grey

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable SUP board
   - Carry bag
   - Double Action pump 2x
   - Alu Paddle 4x
   - Fin 4x
   - Coil leash 4x
   - Repair kit
   - D-ring for chair 
       (chair not included) 
   
      All accessories are also available separately

SUP Giant

P4F950230

4x

4x

4x

2x

Click or scan
for instruction video:



This Alu Paddle is an adjustable paddle of 900 grams, 
useful when several people of different length want 
to use the paddle. Dismountable for easy storage in a 
bag or suitcase. Easy and practical SUP paddle.

The Alu kayak paddle is a symmetrical paddle of 1120 
grams. Each paddle consists of 2 separate parts. This 
makes it a lot more compact and easy to carry.

Material Aluminum shaft with 
  ABS blades

Size  min/max: 170/210 cm,    
  ø 2,8 cm

Colour  Black

Material Aluminum shaft with 
  ABS blades

Size  30 cm, ø 2,8 cm

Colour  Black/silver

Alu Paddle Alu Kayak Paddle

P4F950500 P4F950510

Can be used for both Kayak and Stand Up Paddling.

Material Aluminum shaft with 
  ABS blades

Size  SUP: from 160 to 210 CM, 
  Kayak: from 220 to 225 cm
  ø 2,8 cm

Colour  Black

Multifunctional 
Paddle

P4F950630



Do you want the option to sit comfortably while paddling? This fine chair 
is easy to take with you and fits easily into your SUP bag. Easy to attach to 
one of the Pure4Fun SUPs.

Do you want the option to sit comfortably while paddling? This fine chair 
is easy to take with you and fits easily into your SUP bag. This seat is 
very comfortable with its foam on the inside. Easy to attach to one of the 
Pure4Fun SUPs.

Material  Oxford fabric

Size    (28+61) x64 cm

Colour   Black

Material  Oxford fabric with PE foam

Size    (25+53) x76 cm  

Colour   Black/grey

SUP Seat SUP Seat Deluxe

P4F950590 P4F950600

61cm 53cm

28cm 25cm



Do you dare to surf the waves with this inflatable bodyboard from Pure4Fun? It is super 
lightweight and easy to carry with the included carry bag.

Material  Single layer, PVC, EVA, drop stitch

Size   105x60x10 cm

Colour   Black/red/white

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable bodyboard
   - Carrybag
   - PSI pump
   - Coil leash
   - Repair kit
   - Bravo to presta/schrader
      valve adaptor

Drop stitch Body Board

P4F950250



Do you dare to surf the waves with this bodyboard from Pure4Fun? It is super lightweight and 
has a leash plug installed  with a nylon leash included.

Material  EPS foam

Size   94x48x5 cm

Colour   Yellow/green

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Bodyboard
   - Nylon leash
   - Leash plug

Body Board XPE

P4F140010

BODYBOARD
37 INCH  |  94 CM 

(UK) Bodyboard (NL) Bodyboard (D) Bodyboard (F) Bodyboard (E) Bodyboard (I) Bodyboard (CZ) Prkno na vlny - bodyboard (P) Bodyboard (PL)
(RU) (TR) Bodyboard (DK) Bodyboard (NO) Bodyboard (S) Bodyboard (H) Úszódeszka (FI) Vartalolauta (GR) (HR) Daska za 
surfanje (UA) ’ (RO) Bodyboard (BG) (SK) Doska na plávanie

255553

P4
F

Made in China

(UK) Save address (NL) Adres bewaren (D) Anschrift aufbewahren (F) Adresse à conserver (E) Conservar la dirección (I) 



This Pure4Fun XPRO 100 boat is ideal to use in a swimming pool or for a recreational trip on a quiet 
lake. This boat is suitable for 1 person. Great for kids! 

With grab rope, without a paddle.

Material  PVC material  

Max. load  55 kg

Size   140x75x40 cm

Colour   Grey/black/red/white

Suitable in  Fresh water

Set includes  - Inflatable boat
   - Grab rope
   - Repair patch
   - Oar lock 2x

XPRO 100 

P4F150000



This Pure4Fun XPRO 200 boat is ideal to use in a swimming pool or for a recreational trip on a quiet 
lake. This boat is suitable for 1 adult or 2 kids in fresh water. With grab rope, without a paddle.

Material  PVC material  

Max. load  95 kg

Size   170x85x45 cm

Colour   Grey/black/red/white

Suitable in  Fresh water

Set includes  - Inflatable boat
   - Grab rope
   - Repair patch
   - Oar lock 2x

XPRO 200

P4F150010



This Pure4Fun XPRO 300 boat is ideal to use for a recreational trip on a quiet lake. Float on the 
water on the warm summer days in your own boat. This boat is suitable for 2 persons. With grab 

rope, without a paddle.

Material  PVC material  

Max. load  185 kg

Size   195x100x41 cm

Colour   Grey/black/red/white

Suitable in  Fresh water

Set includes  - Inflatable boat
   - Grab rope
   - Repair patch
   - Oar lock 2x

XPRO 300

P4F150020



The Pure4Fun XPRO 500 boat is ideal for a recreational trip on a quiet lake. Float on the water on 
a hot summer day in your own boat. This boat is suitable for 2 adults and 1 child. With grab rope, 

fast inflation and deflation valve and inflatable seat, without a paddle.

Material  PVC material  

Max. load  200 kg

Size   240x120x43 cm

Colour   Grey/black/red/white

Suitable in  Fresh water

Set includes  - Inflatable boat
   - Safety grab rope
   - Repair patch
   - Oar lock 4x
   - Inflatable seat
   - Fast inflation/deflation valve

XPRO 500

P4F150030



The Pure4Fun XPRO 750 Boat is ideal for a recreational trip on a quiet lake. The boat can be used for sailing 
but also for fishing since this boat has 2 fishrod holders. The XPRO 750 is suitable for 2 adults and 1 child.

Material  PVC material  

Max. load  250 kg

Size   270x126x52 cm

Colour   Grey/black/red/white

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable boat
   - Paddle 2x
   - Hand pump
   - Safety grab rope
   - Repair patch
   - Oar lock 2x
   - Fishing rod holder 2x
   - Inflatable cushion 2x
   - Accessories bag

XPRO 750

P4F150060

2x



The Pure4Fun XPRO Nautical 2.0 is made of high end PVC material which is suited for fresh and salt 
water. This boat van be used for recreational- or fishing trips. The base is made of wooden panels for 

stability. There is also the possibility to add an electronic outboard motor (not included). The XPRO 
Nautical 2.0 is suitable for 1 adult and 1 child.        

Material  PVC material  

Max. load  200 kg

Size   200x130 cm

Colour   Grey/black/red

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable boat
   - Paddle 2x
   - Foot pump
   - Heavy duty grab holder 2x
   - Rope
   - Repair kit
   - Fishing rod holder
   - Oar lock 2x
   - Inflatable seat 2x
   - Wooden floor panel 3x
   - Outboard motor bracket    
   - Transport bag

XPRO Nautical 2.0 

P4F150070

OAR LOCK 2x

PADDLE 2x

INFLATABLE SEAT 2x

WOODEN FLOOR PANEL 3x

FISHING ROD HOLDER

INFLATION VALVE 2x

HEAVY DUTY GRAB HOLDER 2x OUTBOARD MOTOR BRACKET



The Pure4Fun XPRO Nautical 3.0 is made of high end PVC material which is suited for fresh and salt 
water. This boat van be used for recreational- or fishing trips. The base is made of wooden panels for 

stability. There is also the possibility to add an electronic outboard motor (not included). The XPRO 
Nautical 3.0 is suitable for 3 adults and 1 child.     

Material  PVC material  

Max. load  350 kg

Size   300x135 cm

Colour   Grey/black/red

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable boat
   - Paddle 2x
   - Foot pump
   - Rope
   - Repair kit
   - Fishing rod holder
   - Oar lock 2x
   - Wooden bench 2x
   - Wooden floor panel 4x
   - Outboard motor bracket    
   - Tranport bag 

XPRO Nautical 3.0 

P4F150080

OAR LOCK 2x

PADDLE 2x

WOODEN FLOOR PANEL 4x
WOODEN BENCH 2x

FISHING ROD HOLDER

INFLATION VALVE 2x

OUTBOARD MOTOR BRACKET

ROPE



The Pure4Fun XPRO Catam-Air 285 is made of high end PVC material which is suited for fresh and salt 
water, from quiet lakes to open water. There is also the possibility to add an electronic outboard motor 

(not included). The Catam-Air is ideal for high speeds, high waves and strong winds. 
The XPRO Catam-Air 285 is suitable for 4 adults.              

Material  PVC material  

Max. load  300 kg

Size   285x160 cm

Colour   Grey/black/red

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable catamaran    
   - Paddle 2x
   - Foot pump
   - Rope
   - Repair kit
   - Oar lock 2x
   - Heavy duty grab holder 4x
   - Wooden bench
   - Outboard motor bracket   
   - Transport bag

XPRO Catam-Air 285 

P4F150090

OAR LOCK 2x

HEAVY DUTY GRAB HOLDER 4x

WOODEN BENCH

INFLATION VALVE 2x

OUTBOARD MOTOR BRACKET

PADDLE 2x



OAR LOCK 2x
PADDLE 2x

HEAVY DUTY GRAB HOLDER 4x

INFLATION VALVE 2x

WOODEN BENCH OUTBOARD MOTOR BRACKET

The Pure4Fun XPRO Catam-Air 335 is made of high end PVC material which is suited for fresh and salt 
water, from quiet lakes to open water. There is also the possibility to add an electronic outboard motor (not 

included). The Catam-Air is ideal for high speeds, high waves and strong winds. The XPRO Catam-Air 335 
is suitable for 5 adults.                          

Material  PVC material  

Max. load  450 kg

Size   335x160 cm

Colour   Grey/black/red

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable catamaran    
   - Paddle 2x
   - Foot pump
   - Rope
   - Repair kit
   - Oarlock 2x
   - Heavy duty grab holder 4x
   - Wooden bench
   - Outboard motor bracket   
   - Transport bag

XPRO Catam-Air 335 

P4F150100



The Pure4Fun XPRO Velocity 2.3 is made of high end PVC material which is suited for fresh and salt water. 
The base is made of wooden panels for stability. The XPRO Nautical 2.3 is suitable for 2 adults.        

Material  PVC material  

Max. load  450 kg

Size   230x126x33 cm

Colour   Grey/black/red/white

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable boat    
   - Aluminum paddle 2x
   - Foot pump
   - Rope
   - Repair kit
   - Oar lock 2x
   - Wooden bench
   - Wooden floor panels
   - Outboard motor bracket
   - Transport bag    
 

XPRO Velocity 2.3 

P4F150110

ALUMINUM 
PADDLE 2x

WOODEN FLOOR PANELS 3x

OAR LOCK 2x

INFLATION VALVE 2x

WOODEN BENCH
OUTBOARD MOTOR BRACKET



The Pure4Fun Kayak XPRO 2.0 is ideal for trips on lakes or rivers. With raised seats for more 
comfortable paddling. This Kayak is suitable for 2 persons, is lightweighted and easy to lift. You 

can take it with you anywhere and takes up little space.

Material  PVC material

Max. load  180 kg

Size   308x91x51 cm

Colour   Grey/black/red/white

Suitable in  Fresh water

Set includes  - Inflatable kayak
   - Kayak paddle
   - Grab rope
   - Inflatable seat 2x
   - Pump
   - Fast inflation/deflation valve

XPRO Kayak 2.0

P4F150120



The Pure4Fun Kayak XPRO 3.0 is ideal for trips on lakes or rivers. With raised seats for more 
comfortable paddling. This Kayak is suitable for 2 persons, is lightweighted and easy to lift. You 

can take it with you anywhere and takes up little space.

Material  PVC material

Max. load  180 kg

Size   342x76x32 cm

Colour   Grey/black/red/white

Suitable in  Fresh water

Set includes  - Inflatable kayak
   - Kayak paddle
   - Grab rope
   - Inflatable seat 2x
   - Pump
   - Fast inflation/deflation valve

XPRO Kayak 3.0

P4F150130



The Pure4fun inflatable XPRO Kayak is ideal for trips on lakes or rivers. With raised seats for 
more comfortable paddling. This kayak is suitable for 2 persons, is lightweighted and easy to lift, 

inflatable so you can take it with you anywhere and takes up little space.

Material  PVC material

Max. load  160 kg

Size   325x81x53 cm

Colour   Grey/black/red/white

Suitable in  Fresh water

Set includes  - Inflatable kayak
   - Kayak paddle
   - Grab rope
   - Inflatable seat 2x
   - Repair patch
   - Fast inflation/deflation valve

XPRO Kayak

P4F150040



The Pure4Fun drop stitch Kayak is ideal for trips on lakes or rivers. With a raised deluxe seat for 
more comfortable paddling. This Kayak is suitable for 1 person.  The Kayak is made of drop stitch 

PVC which makes the Kayak very sturdy and durable. The rigidity of this material makes this a 
solid Kayak. This makes the Kayak suitable for rides on wild waters.

Material  Single layer, PVC, EVA, drop stitch

Max. load  100 kg

Size   320x75 cm

Colour   Black/red/white

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable kayak
   - Backpack with wheels
   - Kayak paddle
   - Double Action pump
   - Fin
   - Footrest
   - Seat
   - Repair kit
   
      All accessories are also available separately

Drop stitch Kayak 1 Person

2x

P4F160000

Click or scan
for instruction video:

http://t2m.io/P4F160040


The Pure4Fun drop stitch Kayak is ideal for trips on lakes, rivers or turbulent waters. With 
raised deluxe seats for more comfortable paddling. This Kayak is suitable for 2 persons. 
The Kayak is made of drop stitch PVC which makes the Kayak very sturdy and durable. 
The rigidity of this material makes this a solid Kayak. This makes the Kayak suitable for 

rides on wild waters.

Material  Single layer, PVC, EVA, drop stitch

Max. load  200 kg

Size   470x75 cm

Colour   Black/red/white

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable kayak
   - Backpack with wheels
   - Kayak paddles 2x
   - Double Action pump
   - Fin
   - Footrest 2x
   - Seat 2x
   - Repair kit
   
      All accessories are also available separately

Drop stitch Kayak 2 Persons

2x

2x 2x

4x

P4F160010

Click or scan
for instruction video:

http://t2m.io/P4F160040


Triple fun with this Tri Purpose Kayak, SUP and Body board! Ideal for trips on lakes or rivers with 
the SUP and Kayak or on turbulent waters with the bodyboard.  the Kayak is made of drop stitch 

PVC which makes the Kayak very sturdy and durable. Not double but triple so much fun!

Material  Single layer, PVC, EVA, drop stitch 

Max. load  140 kg

Size   305x98x20 cm

Colour   Black/red/white

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable kayak/SUP/body board
   - Backpack with wheels
   - Dual purpose paddle
   - Double Action pump
   - Fin
   - Coil leash
   - Seat
   - Repair kit

      All accessories are also available separately

Tri Purpose 
Kayak/SUP/Body board

P4F160020

Click or scan
for instruction video:

http://t2m.io/P4F160040


Double fun with the Dual Purpose Kayak and SUP! Ideal for trips on lakes or rivers the Kayak is made 
of drop stitch PVC which makes the Kayak very sturdy and durable. The rigidity of this material 

makes this a solid Kayak. You can also stand up in this Kayak for supping. The Dual Kayak suitable 
for rides on wild waters, but also on quiet lakes. The Kayak has a hole in the back to put a fishing 

bucket in. Double so much fun with the SUP and Kayak!

Material  Single layer, PVC, EVA, drop stitch

Max. load  195 kg
 
Size   380x90x50 cm

Colour   Black/red/white

Suitable in  Fresh and salt water

Set includes  - Inflatable kayak/SUP
   - Backpack with wheels
   - Dual purpose paddle
   - PSI Double Action pump
   - Fin
   - Coil leash
   - Seat
   - Repair kit

      All accessories are also available separately

Dual Purpose Kayak/SUP  

P4F160040

Click or scan
for instruction video:

http://t2m.io/P4F160040


Pure4Fun Camping set for 2 persons. With a special insulating outer layer that keeps the tent 
cool. The temperature can remain up to 17 degrees Celsius cooler inside than in a regular tent. In 
addition, the inner tent is darkened. So you don’t have to wake up because of the light or heat of 

the sun. Very easy to carry in the handy bag that takes up little space.

Tent

Size   200x190x120 cm

Colour   Grey/blue

Sleeping bags 2x

Size   180x75 cm

Colour   Blue/grey

Camping chairs 2x

Size   180x75 cm

Colour   Blue/grey

Camping Set

P4F830000

2x 2x



Are you ready for perhaps the most relaxing upgrade to your garden, balcony or roof terrace?  Chill 
and relax in this Pure4Fun Inflatable Jacuzzi suitable for 2-4 person. The heater of 1800W warms 

up to 40 degrees, 1 to 2 degree per hour. The 100 air jets provide the ultimate massage experience. 
The Jacuzzi has a control pane.

Material  PVC material

Water capacity: 600 L

Number of jets: 100

Size   150x150x65 cm

Colour   Black/white

Set includes  - Inflatable jacuzzi
   - Filter 2x
   - 1800W heater
   - Ground- and top cover
   - Repair kit

Inflatable Jacuzzi 

P4F130010



Multifunctional Turning mat that can be used for yoga, fitness and gymnastics exercises on land. 
Train your muscles more intensively because of the balance you need to keep. Suitable for beginners 

and advanced users.  

Material  Single layer, PVC, EVA, drop stitch

Max. load  150 kg

Size   300x100x10 cm

Colour   White/grey/red/black

Suitable on  Land not usable in water

Set includes  - Inflatable turning mat
   - Carrybag
   - Psi pump
   - Repair kit

      All accessories are also available separately

Turning Mat

P4F940190



MEDICAL BROCHURE



HIGH PROTECTION SIZE RANGE ONE SIZE FITS MOSTMEDIUM PROTECTIONLIGHT PROTECTION

S-XL ONE
SIZE

The Pure2Improve Medical braces were designed in cooperation with 
physiotherapists. The main aim was to offer both sufficient support 
and freedom of movement to allow sports activities. 

The braces are available in three levels of protection, each of them 
suitable for specific injuries and degrees of body strain. 

Rich of its experience, Pure2Improve Medical is eager to help you 
make the right choice. Using a brace should never stand in the way of 
enjoying sports; Pure2Improve Medical has created this specific line 
and will keep on developing new ones for this very purpose.
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P2I202500 - Size S - 8719407085719
P2I202510 - Size M - 8719407085726
P2I202520 - Size L - 871940785733
P2I202530 - Size XL - 8719407085740

ANKLE SUPPORT

The ankle support gives optimal 
pressure on the ankle joint for optimal 
moisture drainage. In addition, the two 
elastic sleeves gives a light stabilization 
against ankle sprain, causing reducing 
the risk of sprains and new injuries. Also 
for use with inflammation of the ankle.

High Pressure

Light Support

S-XL

S M L XL

< 20 cm
< 7.9”

20-25 cm
7.9-9.8”

25-30 cm
9.8-11.8”

> 30 cm
> 11.8”

S M L XL

< 22 cm
< 8.7”

22-28 cm
8.7-11”

28-34 cm
11-13.4”

> 34 cm
> 13.4”

SCAN QR CODE
HOW TO APPLY 
THE SUPPORT ITEM
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ANKLE BRACE 

The ankle brace provides strong 
support and therefore optimal 
stabilization of the ankle joint, which 
reduces the risk of sprains and new 
injuries. Due to its good anatomical 
shape is the wearing comfort high.

P2I202540 - Size S - 871940785757
P2I202550 - Size M - 8719407085764
P2I202560 - Size L - 8719407085771

Light Pressure

High Support

S-L

S M L

EU 36-40
UK 3-6

US women 5-9
US men 4-7

EU 40-44
UK 6-9

US women 8-12
US men 7-11

EU 44-48
UK 9-12.5

US women 11-14
US men 11-14

ANKLE SUPPORT
NEOPRENE

The ankle support neoprene gives 
light pressure and support to the 
ankle joint. In addition, the extra 
straps provide a light stabilization. 
Can also be used for inflammation 
of the ankle. Reduces the risk of 
sprains and new injuries. The heat 
effect of the neoprene ensures that 
the joint does not cool down quickly.

P2I202780 - Size S - 8719407085993
P2I202790 - Size M - 871940786006
P2I202800 - Size L - 8719407086013
P2I202810 - Size XL - 8719407086020

Light Pressure

Medium Support

S-XL

SCAN QR CODE
HOW TO APPLY 
THE SUPPORT ITEM



KNEE SUPPORT

P2I202460 - Size S - 8719407085672
P2I202470 - Size M - 871940785689
P2I202480 - Size L - 8719407085696
P2I202490 - Size XL - 8719407085702

High Pressure

Light Support

S-XL

S M L XL

< 30 cm
< 11.8”

30-40 cm
11.8-15.7”

40-50 cm
15.7-19.7”

> 50 cm
> 19.7”

The knee support gives optimal pressure on 
the knee joint for good moisture drainage of 
the injured knee and offers light support and 
protection. Wears comfortably and reduces the 
risk of new injuries.
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P2I202610 - Size S - 8719407085825
P2I202620 - Size M - 8719407085832
P2I202630 - Size L - 8719407085849
P2I202640 - Size XL - 8719407085856

KNEE SUPPORT OPEN 
PATELLA NEOPRENE

This knee support with patella neoprene gives 
light pressure and stabilizes to the knee joint. 
The opening in the bandage ensures that the 
kneecap (patella) remains on place. Which has 
a beneficial effect on retropatellar complaints. 
(Complaints under and around the kneecap). 
The heat effect of the neoprene ensures that 
the joint does not cool down quickly.  

Medium Pressure

Medium Support

S-XL

S M L XL

< 34 cm
< 13.4”

34-38 cm
13.4-15”

38-42 cm
15-16.5”

> 42 cm
> 16.5”



P2I202820 - One Size - 8719407086037

PATELLA BAND

This patella band is a comfortable band for 
complaints below the kneecap. It reduces the 
tension on the knee tendon when the knee 
is loaded. Suitable for among others Osgood 
Schlatter and Jumpers knee.

Medium Pressure

Light Support

ONE
SIZE
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SCAN QR CODE
HOW TO APPLY 
THE SUPPORT ITEM

ONE
SIZE

PATELLA BRACE DELUXE

The patella brace is a comfortable band for 
complaints below the kneecap. It reduces the 
tension on the patellar tendon when the knee 
is loaded. Suitable for among others Osgood 
Schlatter and Jumpers knee. 

P2I202870 - One Size - 8719407086211

High Pressure

Medium Support



THIGH SUPPORT 
NEOPRENE         

The thigh support neoprene gives optimal 
pressure, so there is less tension on the tendons 
and it keeps the muscle mass compact, which 
considerably reduces the chance of a whiplash. 
The heat effect of the neoprene ensures that 
the joint does not cool down quickly.  

P2I202700 - Size S - 871940785917
P2I202710 - Size M - 871940785924
P2I202720 - Size L - 8719407085931
P2I202730 - Size XL - 8719407085948

Medium Pressure

S-XL

S M L XL

< 52 cm
< 20.5”

52-57 cm
20.5-22.4”

57-62 cm
22.4-24.4”

> 62 cm
> 24.4”
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P2I202740 - Size S - 8719407085955
P2I202750 - Size M - 8719407085962
P2I202760 - Size L - 8719407085979
P2I202770 - Size XL - 8719407085986

CALF SUPPORT 
NEOPRENE    

The calf support neoprene gives optimal 
pressure, so there is less tension on the tendons 
and it keeps the muscle mass compact, which 
considerably reduces the chance of a whiplash. 
The heat effect of the neoprene ensures that 
the joint does not cool down quickly. 

Medium Pressure

S-XL

S M L XL

< 33 cm
< 13”

33-38 cm
13-15”

38-43 cm
15-16.9”

> 43 cm
> 16.9”



P2I202950 - One Size - 8719407087256

WRIST SUPPORT
NEOPRENE  

This neoprene wrist support gives 
light support and stabilizes to the 
wrist joint. It reduces the risk of new 
injuries and helps to shorten the 
recovery phase of an existing injury. 
The heat effect of the neoprene 
ensures that the joint does not cool 
down quickly.  

Light Pressure

Light Support

ONE
SIZE
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WRIST/THUMB 
SUPPORT  
NEOPRENE

This neoprene wrist-thumb support 
gives light support and stabilizes to 
the wrist joint and thumb. It reduces 
the risk of new injuries and helps to 
shorten the recovery phase of an 
existing injury. The heat effect of 
the neoprene ensures that the joint 
does not cool down quickly.

P2I202650 - One Size - 8719407085863

Light Pressure

Light Support

ONE
SIZE

THUMB BRACE
NEOPRENE

This wrist thumb support gives 
light support and stabilizes to the 
wrist joint and thumb. It reduces 
the risk of new injuries and helps 
to shorten the recovery phase of 
an existing injury. The heat effect of 
the neoprene ensures that the joint 
does not cool down quickly.  

P2I202960 - Size S -  8719407088833
P2I202970 - Size M - 8719407088840
P2I202980 - Size L - 8719407088857

Medium Pressure

Light Support

S M L

14-15.5 cm
5.5-6.1”

16-17.5 cm
6.3-6.9”

18-20 cm
7.1-7.9”

S-L



P2I202660 - Size S - 8719407085870
P2I202670 - Size M - 8719407085887
P2I202680 - Size L - 871940785894
P2I202690 - Size XL - 8719407085900

ELBOW SUPPORT 
NEOPRENE

This elbow support neoprene 
ensures that the joint remains 
compact. As a result, there is less 
tension on muscles and tendons, 
which reduces the risk of injury. 
It contributes also the recovery 
of a injury. The heat effect of the 
neoprene ensures that the joint 
does not cool down quickly.

Medium Pressure

Medium Support

S-XL

S M L XL

< 22 cm
< 8.7”

22-25 cm
8.7-9.8”

25-28 cm
9.8-11”

> 28 cm
> 11”
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P2I202850 - One Size - 8719407086198

ARM BRACE

The arm brace is suitable for a 
tennis arm (lateral epicondylitis) or 
golf arm (medial epicondylitis). The 
strap is easily adjustable and has 
excellent wearing comfort. 

Medium Pressure

Light Support

ONE
SIZE

ARM BRACE
DELUXE

The arm brace deluxe is suitable for 
a tennis arm (lateral epicondylitis) or 
golf arm (medial epicondylitis). The 
strap is easily adjustable and has 
excellent wearing comfort.

P2I202860 - One Size - 8719407086204

High Pressure

Medium Support

ONE
SIZE

SCAN QR CODE
HOW TO APPLY 
THE SUPPORT ITEM

SCAN QR CODE
HOW TO APPLY 
THE SUPPORT ITEM



COMPRESSION SHORT   
NEOPRENE

The compression pants stimulates the blood 
circulation and reduce the risk of groin and 
hamstring injuries. Promotes the removal of 
waste so that muscles acidify less quickly. The 
pants helps to keep the muscles compact with 
less change of a whiplash and groin injury. The 
heat effect of the neoprene ensures that the 
joint does not cool down quickly.  

P2I202570 - Size S - 871940785788
P2I202580 - Size M - 8719407085795
P2I202590 - Size L - 871940785801
P2I202600 - Size XL - 8719407085818

High Pressure

Medium Support

S-XL

S M L XL

72-80 cm
28.3-31.5”

78-90 cm
30.7-35.4”

88-100 cm
34.6-39.4”

98-110 cm
38.6-43.3”
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BACK BRACE

This back brace supports for lower back 
complaints (bending and twisting). Besides 
the support, ensures the straps also for heat, 
which has a positive effect on the movement 
possibilities. It helps to reduce the risk of further 
injuries when under strain or sensitive muscles

P2I202840 - One Size - 8719407086181

Medium Pressure

Medium Support

ONE
SIZE



GEL HEEL PAD

These gel heel cushions provide an extremely 
good shock absorption, which is very desirable 
when there is a high pressure on the heel. The 
cushioning has a positive effect on heel injuries 
such as heel spurs. In addition, it relieves the 
tension on the calf muscle because the heel is 
slightly lifted.

P2I202830 - One Size - 8719407086174

High Support

High Comfort

All time use

ONE
SIZE
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36-47

GEL INSOLES

The gel foot pads distributes the pressure under 
the foot, reducing fatigue. Pressure points 
under the foot are also less stressed, which 
has a positive effect with daily use and with 
sports. The material provides excellent shock 
absorption to protect the ankles and knees. 

P2I202890 - Size 36/37 - 8719407086976 
P2I202900 - Size 38/39 - 8719407086983 
P2I202910 - Size 40/41 - 8719407086990 
P2I202920 - Size 42/43 - 8719407087003 
P2I202930 - Size 44/45 - 8719407087010 
P2I202940 - Size 46/47 - 8719407087027 

High Comfort

All time use

EU 36-37
UK 3-4

US women 5-6.5
US men 4-5

24.8 CM

EU 38-39
UK 4.5-5.5

US women 6.5-8
US men 5-6.5

26 CM

EU 40-41
UK 6-7

US women 8-10
US men 6.5-8.5

27.2 CM

EU 42-43
UK 7.5-8.5

US women 10-11
US men 8.5-10

28.3 CM

EU 44-45
UK 9-10

US women 11-12
US men 10-11.5

29.8 CM

EU 46-47
UK 11-12

US women 12-13
US men 11.5-13

31 CM

SHOE SIZE



 KINESIOLOGY TAPE

Kinesiology tape is a thin, stretchy, elastic 
cotton strip with an acrylic adhesive. Kinesio 
taping method is a definitive rehabilitative 
taping technique that is designed to facilitate 
the body’s natural healing process while 
providing support and stability to muscles 
and joints without restricting the body’s range 
of motion as well as providing extended soft 
tissue manipulation to prolong the benefits of 
manual therapy. 2 pieces in package. 

P2I250020 - Black - 8719407048257
P2I250030 - Red - 8719407048264
P2I250040 - Yellow - 8719407048271
P2I250050 - Blue - 8719407048288
P2I250060 - Pink - 8719407048295
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 SPORTS TAPE

Sports Tape offers reliable support for weak or 
injured joints. Suitable for taping fingers, hands, 
wrists and knees. Easy to tear off. 2 pieces in 
package. 

P2I250070 - Black - 8719407048301
P2I250080 - Red - 8719407048318
P2I250090 - Yellow - 8719407048325
P2I250100 - White - 8719407048332



HOT/COLD PACK

The hot/cold compress can be used in many 
different situations. For example with swelling, 
bruises or as a heat cushion with cramp, muscle 
pain, back pain.

P2I202880 - 8719407086228

Reusable

Multifunctional

Easy to use
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REACH COMPLIANCE

REACH is a European Union regulation (1907/2006/EC) restricting 
the levels of specific chemical substances in all imported 
goods. Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and restriction of 
Chemicals  (REACH) is one of the most comprehensive and far-
reaching pieces of environmental legislation to come out of the 
European Union. Third-party laboratory Testing allows you to 
verify compliance with the requirements of REACH.
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